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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.2-rev18
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.2-rev16
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5473.

66771 Portal: Twitter does not work
Wrong ”API” parameter was used.
This has been fixed by adding correct API string to the request.
67245 Forwarded mails from external clients without a displayname get NULL as name
Missing handling for empty display name (recipient) when quoting a message.
This has been solved by adding handling for empty display name.
67298 Visibility information not getting displayed correctly on mobile devices
Redundant online help information in popup.
This has been solved by removing popup icon as information is also located in the online help.
67641 High Memory Use in CentOS 7 with too many files open
Memory gets flooded with many regular untagged IMAP responses, which are actually of no use.
This has been solved by adding mechanism to drop regular untagged IMAP responses on command
execution to avoid flooding memory with unused IMAP responses.
67650 Not able to add image to signature
This was caused by DOMPurify removes src=”blob:...”
This has been solved by using data uri instead.
67718 Vacation notice in UI available even if mail backend does not support this
Check if action ’vacation’ exists was missing.
This has been solved by calling mailfilter api to check for this vacation action before rendering the
vacation notice button.
67883 OXUserCopyService.copyUser(): Unexpected problem occurred
Duplicate task leads to abortion of user copy operation.
Solution: Do not hard fail on duplicate task, but handle it gracefully.
67887 OX calendar not showing appointments for some endusers
An error inside a single folder stopped UI from working.
Solution: Only look for specific errors when stopping further processing of appointments. That will
automatically trigger some error handling which will remove all failing folders.
67991 Subscribe shared calendar Layout misplaced on mobile devices
Missing CSS rules for mobile devices.
This has been solved by introducing some CSS rules for mobile devices (e.g. put checkbox in new
line).
67994 SAML, OIDC : initService should add a JSESSIONID
Invoke ‘javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest.getSession(boolean)‘ in SAML and OIDC implementations to maintain route to the right Middleware node, which spawned the Open-Xchange session.
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68186 No scrolling in draft mail edit
Caused by missing ’overflow:hidden’ rule.
This has been fixed by adding ’overflow:hidden’.
68097 HTML content will be returned un-sanitized
Unexpected null dereference when examining an HTML tag’s attribute value.
Fixed possible null dereference when examining an HTML tag’s attribute value.
68177 Problem with add/remove members on OX groups
Members couldn’t be add to existing group.
This has been fixed by using correct group when updating.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

66771, 67245, 67298, 67641, 67650, 67718, 67883, 67887, 67991, 67994, 68186, 68097, 68177,
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